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ABSTRACT 
Uppenkamp, Daniel Alan. M.S., Department of Computer Science, Wright State 
University, 2013. 
Two Fundamental Building Blocks to Provide Quick Reaction Capabilities for the 
Department of Defense. 
 
 The Department of Defense (DoD) has a need for long-term development efforts 
in conjunction with short-term development efforts. Ideally, Quick Reaction Capabilities 
(QRC) would be able to make use of the same processes that are used for Acquisition 
Programs (AP) with a few modifications to accommodate the accelerated schedule. 
Unfortunately, APs have a more fundamental problem with both the development process 
and the development framework. In August of 2007, the agile development process and 
modular, open source framework discussed in this thesis were two key factors that 
enabled the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) to successfully deploy AngelFire in 
support of Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF). AngelFire was a QRC and the first Wide Field 
of View (WFOV) sensor to collect Wide Area Motion Imagery (WAMI) that was not 
only saved onboard for forensic analysis, but was also disseminated to the users on the 
ground in near real time. Until APs can adapt and respond more quickly to the demands 
of irregular warfare, the two fundamental building blocks discussed in this thesis are what 
will enable QRCs to continue providing the 75% solutions that are needed today. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 As part of the Executive Department of the United States Government, the 
Department of Defense (DoD) is responsible for the agencies and functions related to the 
national security and armed forces for the United States. Even with more than three 
million employees, the DoD has a need for buying goods and services, or procurement, 
from commercial and defense contractors. These goods and services are typically 
acquired through Acquisition Programs (AP) which are a “directed, funded effort that 
provides a new, improved, or continuing materiel, weapon, or information system or 
service capability in response to an approved need” [1].  
BACKGROUND 
 In his September 2008 speech, Robert Gates, the United States Secretary of 
Defense identified one of the biggest problems with APs today. "Our conventional 
modernization programs seek a 99 percent solution in years. Stability and 
counterinsurgency missions – the wars we are in – require 75 percent solutions in 
months" [2]. In other words, the DoD's acquisition process has not adapted to the current 
war which is resulting in APs becoming less and less relevant for the fight today.  
 Because the war cannot be put on hold to allow the APs to "catch up", Quick 
Reaction Capabilities (QRC) have become more and more common within the last 
decade. QRCs include any effort to rapidly research, design, implement, and deploy a 
new capability or enhancement to satisfy an urgent need. In contrast to APs, which take 
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years to provide the 99% solution, QRCs are providing the 75% solutions that are needed 
today. 
 Although there are downsides to accelerating the deployment of a product, the 
benefits of QRCs often outweigh them; in particular, the ability to provide a needed 
capability in a short amount of time. As a simple example, suppose a defect in a rifle's 
mounting bracket causes the scope to fall off when turned upside down. A quick solution 
for the problem may be as simple as using duct tape to hold the scope in place. Although 
this solution more than likely is not going to be the final, long term fix, it does solve the 
problem for today's mission. This example is an extreme simplification but at a much 
larger scale, QRCs are providing these duct tape solutions that can be used until the 99% 
solutions are available.  
MOTIVATION 
The DoD has a need for long-term development efforts in conjunction with short-
term development efforts. Because of this, there is and will continue to be a need for APs 
as well as QRC or QRC-like programs. Ideally, QRCs would be able to make use of the 
same processes that are used for APs with a few modifications to accommodate the 
accelerated schedule. Unfortunately, APs have a more fundamental problem with the 
development process and development framework [3]. 
 The traditional development process and development framework that are 
commonly used for APs today enable:  
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1. Cost overruns 
2. Lengthy schedule delays 
3. Capabilities that are difficult to reuse 
4. Capabilities that do not satisfy the current need 
 The Air Force F-22 program is one example that can be used to highlight some of 
these issues. See Figure 1.1 for the F-22 development timeline. The Request for Proposal 
(RFP) for the F-22 was issued in July 1986 and the first production aircraft was not 
delivered to the Air Force until January 2003. In 2006, David Walker, Comptroller 
General of the United States found that "the DoD has not demonstrated the need or value 
for making further investments in the F-22A program" [4]. In 2009, 23+ years after the 
need for the F-22 was identified, the production was terminated. A total of 195 F-22s 
were built which is less than 1/3 the 650 the Air Force originally planned to buy in 1991 
[5].  
 
Figure 1.1: Air Force F-22 development timeline. 
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 The F-22's 16.5 year development time is 1.6 times longer than what the average 
was for major defense systems in 1998 [6]. In general, as the amount of time between a 
requirement being defined and a capability being provided increases, so does the risk that 
the resulting capability will not provide what is currently needed. Although it can be 
debated as to whether or not the F-22 satisfies the current needs, there is no question that 
the requirements that were defined in 1986, during the Cold War, were driven by a much 
different war environment than was being faced in 2003 when the first aircraft was 
delivered.   
 Another example of inability to meet the need is the software developed through 
the AP process. Mr. John Scott from Defense News said "The DoD spends tens of 
billions of dollars annually creating software that is rarely reused and difficult to adapt to 
new threats. Instead, much of this software is allowed to become the property of defense 
companies, resulting in DoD repeatedly funding the same solutions or, worse, repaying to 
use previously created software" [7]. This development framework is not only wasting 
taxpayer money, but also results in lengthy development cycles, capabilities that are 
difficult or impossible to reuse, and systems that are not interoperable with one another. 
 The issues identified with the development process and development framework 
used by APs are problematic for QRCs. To help ensure that QRCs continue to provide the 
75% solutions that are needed today, an alternative development process and 
development framework are needed.  
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SCOPE 
Many factors drive a program such as political influence, available resources, 
current knowledge/understanding of the problem (how state of the art is the new idea), 
cost, schedule, system performance, etc. Even though all of these factors are important, 
this thesis will focus on the development process and development framework that are 
needed for QRCs.  
It is important to point out that the needed agile development process discussed in 
this thesis is not applicable to every program. For example, if a program is developing the 
flight control software for an airplane, a flight test is not when you want to find out that 
there is a design flaw or that a requirement was misunderstood. Programs such as this 
will continue to require the large, upfront planning before implementing usable 
capabilities. However, even with systems as critical as this, it may be possible for a 
program to use a combination of the traditional development processes with the agile 
development process discussed in this thesis.  
OUTLINE 
 This thesis discusses the type of development process and development 
framework that are needed to help ensure that QRCs continue to provide the 75% 
solutions that are needed today. The remainder of the document is divided into the 
following chapters. Chapter 2 discusses the characteristics of QRCs and describes the 
type of development process and development framework that are needed. Chapter 3 
explains the traditional development process and traditional development framework that 
are commonly used for APs today. Chapter 4 introduces an alternative development 
process and development framework that are tailored to the characteristics of QRCs. 
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Chapter 5 illustrates the efficacy of the proposed development process and development 
framework using a real-world QRC that was designed, developed, and deployed in 
support of Operation Iraqi Freedom. Chapter 6 closes with conclusions that were drawn 
from this thesis.    
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II. CHARACTERISTICS OF A QRC 
 This chapter discusses some of the characteristics of QRCs and describes the type 
of development process and development framework that are needed. The three primary 
characteristics for QRCs are: 
1. Evolving requirements 
2. Schedule-driven design process 
3. Need for usable capabilities 
The above characteristics by themselves are not unique to QRCs. However, many 
programs are able to relax one to satisfy another. For example, a program may choose to 
lock down the requirements to meet a timeline or it may choose to delay the delivery to 
ensure the product is ready. For QRCs, sacrificing any one of these characteristics to 
achieve another, greatly increases the risk of being able to provide the capability that is 
needed today. Therefore, QRCs must account for and satisfy all three. 
EVOLVING REQUIREMENTS 
 Evolving requirements is a problem that every program must account for. 
According to Jones, 35% of requirements change throughout the software development 
cycle [8]. Below is a short list of some examples that may cause a program's 
requirements to change: 
1. External Dependency: Many systems being designed today are dependent on 
external or third-party components. If schedule delays for an external 
component cannot be accounted for in the program's overall schedule, parts of 
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the system may need to be redesigned to use an alternative solution. 
Depending on how significant the change, requirements for the original 
system may need to be added or changed to accommodate the new design. 
2. Trial & Error: Depending on how state of the art a program is, parts of the 
system may need to be modified during or after implementation. This may 
happen when an initial design looked ideal on paper but did not work or was 
not possible in practice. In general, the more cutting edge a program is, the 
greater the need for flexibility throughout the development cycle to 
accommodate changes due to failure.  
3. Not Knowing What Is Really Needed: Evolving requirements can be 
attributed to the users not always knowing what they need. Once a capability 
gap has been identified, a user makes his or her best guess as to what is 
needed in order to fill that gap. In some cases, the initial idea is exactly what 
is needed. In other cases, the idea morphs into something completely different 
after users have a chance to sit down and actually use an implementation of 
the idea. 
 In order to account for evolving requirements, many programs lock down the 
requirements early in the development cycle. This makes it possible for the development 
team to move forward with the design and implementation without having to worry about 
incorporating every little change. The downside to this approach is that a program may 
end up designing a solution that satisfies the original requirements, but depending on how 
much the requirements have changed, the final product may not be useful or relevant for 
what is really needed.  
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To ensure that a QRC provides the capability that is needed and to help prevent 
cost overruns and lengthy schedule delays, the development process needs to be capable 
of accommodating changes during the design and implementation phases. Obviously, 
there are limitations to this. For example, if a program started off designing a ground 
transportation vehicle and the requirements later changed to be an air transportation 
vehicle, regardless of how accommodating the development process is, the program will 
more than likely require a major redesign. However, smaller modifications such as 
increasing a devices storage capacity from 30 days to 90 days may not be a trivial 
change, but it is one that should be incorporated if the original requirement is not 
sufficient for what is actually needed. 
Being able to accommodate changes during the design and implementation phases 
requires a development framework that is both modular and open (or shareable). For 
example, suppose a requirement originally specified a 5-second time window to capture 
and compress an image but is later changed to a 2-second time window. Without a 
modular and open framework, the program may be stuck with paying the original 
contractor to redesign the entire system to meet the new requirement. However, with a 
modular framework, it may be possible to replace one or more components within the 
overall system (such as the compression algorithm) to make it faster and more efficient. 
The open aspect of the framework prevents vendor lock in and makes it possible for 
anyone with the technical skills to provide alternative implementations. So, if the original 
contractor is unable to provide a solution that meets the new requirement, the program 
may be able to incorporate an alternative solution from a different contractor that does 
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have a solution to meet the requirement. This fosters competition between vendors and 
will drive down costs and increase technical capability.  
SCHEDULE-DRIVEN DESIGN PROCESS 
 Given that the primary purpose of QRCs is to provide a needed capability in a 
short amount of time, maintaining a schedule and meeting deadlines is extremely 
important. The major benefit that QRCs have is that they are not expected to design the 
perfect solution. Instead, the goal is to provide a capability that enables a user to 
accomplish something they are not able to do today. Also, in contrast to APs, QRCs are 
tailored to solving the war at hand (e.g. desert scenario) rather than solving the problem 
for every possible environment condition. This makes it possible for QRCs to take 
shortcuts where needed to help stay on schedule which is something that most APs do not 
have the luxury of. 
 Largely due to the short timelines, QRCs require a development process that can 
accurately measure progress and how much work is remaining. Without this, it is very 
difficult for a program to know whether or not they are ahead of schedule, on schedule, or 
behind schedule. Also, given that the purpose of a QRC is to provide a usable capability, 
progress needs to be measured based on whether or not something is actually usable. In 
other words, tracking a task and reporting that it is 85% complete when the remaining 
15% is the actual implementation and testing, may not be the best metric. Otherwise, a 
program may appear to be on schedule and almost complete but will offer little to no 
value until the capabilities are actually implemented as something usable.  
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 The benefits of a modular and open framework discussed in the Evolving 
Requirements section pertain to short timelines as well. Having a modular and open 
framework makes it possible for a program to reuse existing components from previous 
efforts instead of having to design and implement everything from scratch [9]. The 
modular and open aspects also make it possible for a program to select components or 
sub systems that not only satisfy the technical requirements but also satisfy the schedule 
requirements. If two contractors are capable of implementing an identical capability, but 
one is able to deliver 2 months earlier than the other, this gives the program multiple 
options and may even be the deciding factor that enables a program to stay on schedule. 
Otherwise, without a modular and open framework, the program will be at the original 
contractor's mercy and may have no choice but to continue funding the original 
contractor and delay the schedule simply due to the lack of options.  
NEED FOR USABLE CAPABILITIES 
 Given that a QRCs' primary focus is to provide a capability that enables someone 
to do something that they are not able to do today, being able to incorporate evolving 
requirements and meet short timelines is only meaningful if it results in a usable 
capability. 
 Understandably so, many programs focus on designing the entire system before 
implementing anything. This approach helps prevent overall system flaws that may be 
overlooked if the team is not looking at the big picture. However, the major downside to 
this approach is the long lead time before anything is actually implemented and usable. 
At the end of the effort, the team may be able to demonstrate a perfect solution using 
modeling and simulation but unless it is something that can be picked up and used, it 
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offers little to no value. For instance, not too many people would be comfortable with 
going into a gun fight holding a piece of paper of the design diagram for the rifle they 
needed.  
A program should never rush into the implementation phase just for the sake of 
implementing something. However, for QRCs, a spiral development process is often used 
that incrementally implements capabilities that can be built upon to provide the overall, 
desired capability. This spiral approach not only forces the development team to break 
the problem down into manageable pieces but it also provides the real, usable capabilities 
that are needed and which can be built upon. These spiral capabilities can be 
demonstrated to the customer generating feedback that will focus the development team 
on a product that the customer needs. Breaking the tough technical challenges into sub 
problems and the desired solutions into manageable pieces is the key to a successful QRC 
effort. 
To help reduce the risk with implementing capabilities before the overall system 
design is complete, the same type of modular and open framework discussed in the 
sections above is needed. As an example, in addition to a program having the requirement 
to capture and compress an image within a 2-second time window, assume that during the 
initial implementation, a component is not available that satisfies that requirement. 
Although it may not be possible for a program to satisfy every requirement, it may be 
possible to implement the overall system that works end to end with the caveat that it will 
not meet the 2-second time window but can meet a X second time window. While not 
ideal, this intermediate solution may still provide a capability while a solution to meet the 
original requirement is developed. Thus it is good to know as soon as possible what is 
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absolutely needed to accomplish the desired mission, the threshold, and what would be 
great to have if possible, the objective. If a system meets the threshold in six months but 
cannot meet the objective in five years, which would you choose in the crunch of a war? 
SUMMARY  
 Evolving requirements, a schedule-driven design process, and a need for usable 
capabilities are the three primary characteristics for QRCs. Given the focus to provide 
usable capabilities in a short amount of time, and tailoring the solutions to the war at 
hand, QRCs have the luxury of being able to take shortcuts where most APs cannot. 
However, unlike many APs, QRCs must account for and satisfy all three characteristics 
without sacrificing one to achieve another.   
 To account for and satisfy all three characteristics, QRCs require a development 
process that can:  
1. Accommodate changes during the design and implementation phases 
2. Accurately measure progress 
3. Accurately estimate how much work is remaining until something is usable 
4. Incrementally and iteratively implement capabilities that are built upon  
QRCs also require a development framework that is:  
1. Modular in design to enable components to be added, removed, replaced, 
and/or upgraded 
2. Open (or shareable) to maximize reusability and enable competition for 
alternative implementations  
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 Together, the development process and development framework described in this 
chapter provides the flexibility that is essential for a QRC to succeed. 
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III. TRADITIONAL PROCESS AND FRAMEWORK 
 This chapter discusses the traditional development process and development 
framework that are commonly used for APs today.  
TRADITIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 
 Standards for developing software within the DoD can be traced back to 1985 
when the DOD-STD-2167 was released. This standard specified a six phase development 
cycle that the contractor was required to implement [10]. In December 1994, the DOD-
STD-2167 was replaced by the MIL-STD-498. Unlike the DOD-STD-2167, the MIL-
STD-498 stated that it was "not intended to specify or discourage the use of any 
particular software development method" [11]. The IEEE-EIA 12207 replaced the MIL-
STD-498 in May 1998 and is still the standard for the DoD today [12]. IEEE-EIA 12207 
is an industry standard and like the MIL-STD-498, it "does not prescribe a specific 
system or software life cycle model, development methodology, method, model or 
technique" [13]. Because of this, programs within the DoD have the ability to choose 
what development process to implement based on the program requirements. 
 Many DoD programs make use of traditional development processes (TDP) such 
as the Waterfall model or some variant like the V-Model. Royce first presented the idea 
of these TDPs in 1970 [14]. Although there are several variants, the TDP typically has 
five phases: requirements, design, implementation, verification, and maintenance. During 
the requirements phase, all of the needs or requirements are gathered and documented. 
Once all of the requirements are known, a solution is designed and laid out in the design 
phase. During the implementation phase, the design is implemented as something real. 
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The verification (or testing) phase ensures that the resulting product properly implements 
the design. The final maintenance phase is where modifications are made to correct faults 
or make improvements. Figure 3.1 shows a graphical representation of the TDP. 
 
 
Figure 3.1: The traditional development process. 
 
The basic premise behind the TDPs is to execute each phase to completion before 
moving on to the next phase. This ensures that at the start of each phase, all of the 
required information is available and documented for reference. For example, no design 
work is done until all of the requirements are gathered, documented, and understood. 
Otherwise, the design team may spend all of their time redesigning something because of 
a new or evolving requirement.  
 One of the major benefits of the TDP is its simplicity. The process is structured 
with a linear progression that is easy to understand and discrete phases that make it easy 
to define milestones. Also, the heavy dependence on previous phases naturally results in 
thorough documentation for the requirements, design, implementation, and testing.  
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 Another benefit of the TDPs is that problems and issues are typically identified 
early in the development process. Although it may seem like it takes longer and costs 
more to execute each phase to completion before moving on to the next, McConnell 
found that "a requirements defect that is left undetected until construction or maintenance 
will cost 50 to 200 times as much to fix as it would have cost to fix at requirements time" 
[15]. This is one of the primary reasons so much time is spent up front focusing on the 
design before anything is actually implemented. While highlighted for TDPs, having a 
thorough understanding of what the customer needs and wants is critical for any 
development process.  
 As appealing as the TDP can be, executing each phase to completion before 
moving on to the next is nontrivial to implement in practice. Within the DoD, 75% of the 
programs that used the TDP failed [16]. Completing the design before starting the 
implementation requires a thorough understanding of the problem with readily available 
solutions. Depending on the problem being solved, this may or may not be possible. In 
the case where the problem is well understood, TDPs work very well. However, for most 
systems, it is rare to be able to capture all of the requirements and then design the entire 
system in detail before implementing anything.  
 TDPs also make it very difficult to incorporate new or evolving requirements. The 
two main scenarios that pose an issue are: 1) the requirements are not well defined and 
are therefore unstable, and/or 2) the requirements appear to be well defined and stable but 
in reality they are not. In the first case, the team may spend an endless amount of time in 
the requirements phase and never make it to the design or implementation phases. This 
results in both time and money being spent with little to nothing to show for it. In the 
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second case, the team will have more than likely moved on to the design or 
implementation phase only to realize that they need to start over. To address both cases, 
most programs that use TDPs will lock down the requirements after some amount of 
time. Any additional requirements that arise after that are considered outside the scope of 
the program or will be put on a list of issues to address during the maintenance phase. 
Although this makes it possible for the program to continue advancing through the 
development process, it often results in a product that does not satisfy the real need or 
requirement. Also, scoping the requirements like this is the single most significant factor 
that contributes to program failure [17] [18].  
 Another downside to TDPs is the long lead time before anything is implemented 
as something usable. Figure 3.2 shows a graphical representation of the usability over 
time with the TDP. For problems that have known solutions, the long lead time is not as 
big of an issue mainly because it is known up front that the final outcome will do exactly 
what is needed. However, when developing new technologies, it is possible and common 
for solutions to appear great on paper in design diagrams but do not actually work as 
needed once implemented. Because the implementation was based on the design which in 
return was based on the requirements, either the requirements need to be modified or the 
design needs to be changed. Either option results in the development process starting over 
which will almost guarantee cost overruns and/or schedule delays.  
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Figure 3.2: Usability over time with the traditional development process. 
 
 For programs that have well-defined requirements and problems that are 
understood with readily available solutions, TDPs work very well. This is primarily 
because the cost, production time, and resulting capabilities are known up front. 
However, the linear, sequential process is problematic for programs such as QRCs where 
the requirements are evolving throughout the development cycle. If a requirement 
changes for a program that is using the TDP, the program must decide to either: 1) press 
forward with the original design and risk developing a capability that does not satisfy the 
real need, or 2) incorporate the new requirement which will more than likely result in cost 
overruns and schedule delays. Because of this, a more flexible and responsive 
development process is needed for QRCs to ensure that the needed capabilities are 
provided in a short amount of time.   
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TRADITIONAL DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK 
 Given the complexity of the systems being designed and implemented today, 
capabilities are provided by systems that are made up of smaller sub systems working 
together, which in return are made up of even smaller sub systems and so on. This 
concept of having systems of systems drives the need for and requires capabilities that 
can be easily reused and modified. Unfortunately, the traditional development framework 
(TDF) used by most APs makes this very difficult. 
 The TDF commonly results in hardware and/or software being delivered as black 
boxes. A black box commonly refers to any solution in which the inputs and outputs are 
clearly defined but the internal implementation details are only known by the developer. 
In this context, the term black box also includes solutions in which the implementation 
details are made available to the government, but has associated data rights that prevents 
the information from being shared with other organizations. 
 From a contractor's business point of view, the TDF is great. The framework 
makes it possible for a contractor to use government funds to develop a capability, retain 
the intellectual property for the implementation details, and then charge a fee for the use 
or modification of the resulting product. Because only the original contractor knows the 
implementation details, they are virtually guaranteed any follow-up work related to that 
effort. In other words, as long as that product or similar capability is needed, there is 
always a source of income.  
 Another benefit of the TDF is that the government program manager does not 
need to worry about every little implementation detail. Instead, the program manager 
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only needs to focus on defining the high-level requirements that are needed to provide a 
capability and the low-level implementations details are left up to the contractor. In a 
sense, this reduces some risk on the government because the program manager is only 
responsible for defining what the capability is verses how the capability is provided.  
 The biggest downside to the TDF is that the closed, black box nature greatly 
inhibits the ability to reuse and modify existing capabilities. The authors of "Open 
Technology Development: Lessons Learned & Best Practices for Military Software" 
highlight this issue: 
Imagine if only the manufacturer of a rifle were allowed to clean, fix, modify or 
upgrade that rifle. The military often finds itself in this position with taxpayer 
funded, contractor developed software: one contractor with a monopoly on the 
knowledge of a military software system and control of the software source code. 
This is optimal only for the monopoly contractor, but creates inefficiencies and 
ineffectiveness for the government, reduction of opportunities for the industrial 
base, severely limits competition for new software updates, depletes resources 
that can be used to better effect and wastes taxpayer-provided funds. [19] 
 
 Limiting the design and implementation details for capabilities that have already 
been implemented increases the risk for current and future programs. Not only does this 
result in programs having to reinvent solutions, which costs more, takes longer, and is 
riskier than reusing existing solutions that have already been proven to work, but it also 
puts the government in an unfavorable position. Because the contractor is the only one 
that knows the implementation details, the government is always at their mercy to reuse 
or make modifications/upgrades to the capability that was developed. This exclusivity 
inhibits competition for alternative solutions and puts programs at risk by sole sourcing a 
capability. Because of this vendor lock in, when a capability is needed, there is very little 
the government can do besides pay the monopolistic contractor and wait.  
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 Although interoperability is a problem for any development framework, the 
closed nature of the TDF makes this issue more predominant. While the inputs and 
outputs of the black boxes can be defined as existing standards, they rarely are. Even if an 
existing standard is suggested, it can easily be dismissed by claiming that it does not do 
what is needed. At that point it is almost impossible to dispute because very few people 
know what is actually going on within the box. Because of this, the TDF commonly 
result in proprietary protocols/data formats or ones that are open, but non standard. This 
aspect of the TDF greatly inhibits interoperability with legacy, current, and future 
systems. 
 Unless a program is trying to solve a very small and well-defined problem, the 
TDF is problematic. The closed, black box nature of the framework increases risk, 
development cost, development time, and greatly inhibits the ability to reuse capabilities 
that are developed. For QRCs, where usable capabilities and a short development time 
are critical, a more flexible and reusable framework is needed.  
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IV. A PROCESS AND FRAMEWORK FOR QRCS 
 This chapter discusses an alternative development process and development 
framework that help address the problems with the traditional methods used for APs 
today.  
SCRUM DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 
 Given the issues identified in the previous chapter with the TDP, in particular, the 
inability to respond quickly and accommodate changes throughout the development 
cycle, alternative design methodologies have become more and more common.  
 One alternative to the TDP is the incremental development process. Instead of 
designing and implementing the entire system at once, the incremental development 
process breaks the overall system into individual components that are designed and 
implemented one by one [20]. See Figure 4.1. The major benefit of this approach is that 
the development team can focus on solving smaller pieces of the problem that are 
incrementally put together to provide the overall capability. However, because each 
component is implemented one at a time, like the TDP, the overall system is unusable 
until the end of the development cycle. 
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Figure 4.1: Usability over time with an incremental development process. 
 
 Another alternative to the TDP is the iterative development process. Like the 
TDP, the iterative development process focuses on designing and implementing the entire 
system at once. However, instead of implementing each component to its full capability 
in a single pass, the components are implemented to an initial capability and are then 
built upon to provide more and more capability with each iteration [20]. See Figure 4.2. 
The downside to this approach is that the early iterations may provide very little 
capability. However, the major benefit is that the overall system is always in a usable 
state throughout the development cycle.  
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Figure 4.2: Usability over time with an iterative development process. 
 
 Combining the incremental development process with the iterative development 
process results in the agile development process. With the agile development process, 
components are both incrementally and iteratively implemented to provide the overall 
capability. See Figure 4.3.  This approach enables the development team to implement 
components using the methodology that works best for what is needed. Simpler 
components can be fully implemented in a single iteration while more complex 
components are implemented little by little with successive iterations.  
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Figure 4.3: Usability over time with an agile development process. 
 
 One of the most popular agile development processes being used today is the 
Scrum [21]. The Scrum defines three core roles within a team: the product owner, 
development team, and Scrum master. The product owner represents the customer or end 
user and is responsible for prioritizing the work that needs to be done. The Scrum master 
is responsible for making sure the processes are followed and also helps protect the 
development team from interruptions and distractions. The development team consists of 
the workers that are actually doing the work. 
 The basic premise behind the Scrum is to break the work down into small, 
manageable pieces that can be implemented in 2-4 week long development cycles known 
as sprints [22]. At the beginning of each sprint, a subset of items are taken from the 
product backlog, which is the prioritized list of tasks and requirements that need to be 
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implemented. The development team spends the duration of the sprint working on the 
selected tasks and at the end of the sprint, they are responsible for providing a 
demonstrable, working product. Depending on the tasks that were selected, the sprint 
result may be a finished product that is ready to deploy, or it may be a component or sub 
system that is built upon in future sprints. This divide and conquer methodology forces 
the team to break the problem down into small, manageable pieces instead of trying to 
design and implement the entire system all at once. 
 
Figure 4.4: The Scrum development process. 
 
 Figure 4.4 shows a graphical representation of the Scrum process. During a sprint, 
the Scrum master holds daily meetings for the development team. The daily Scrum is 
limited to 15 minutes and everyone on the development team answers the following 
questions: 
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1. What did you do yesterday? 
2. What will you do today? 
3. What obstacles are in your way? 
 These daily meetings are a way to keep everyone informed about the work being 
done and also enables the team to raise issues so they can be resolved sooner rather than 
later. 
 One of the major benefits of the Scrum process is the focus on usable products at 
the end of each sprint. When a capability is needed in a short amount of time, it is very 
important to know what work is really done and what work still needs to be done. Trying 
to measure progress with a requirements document or design document does not 
necessarily reflect that the desired capability is being implemented into something usable 
by the team. In some cases the design takes much longer than the implementation and in 
other cases the implementation takes much longer than the design. Being able to 
demonstrate (or not demonstrate) a capability at the end of each sprint gives a clear 
indication of what is real and what needs more focus and attention by the team. The 
sprint reviews also give the product owner a chance to see the product in early 
development stages and provide feedback.  
 Another benefit of the Scrum process is the ability to accommodate new and 
evolving requirements. The main reason this is possible is because the development team 
is always working in 1-4 week long sprints. Requirements and tasks can be added to the 
product backlog at any time which means the remaining work is always being racked and 
stacked. When it is time to start a new sprint, the most important items are selected 
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regardless of how long they have been in the product backlog. This makes it possible for 
the development team to shift focus if a significant requirement is added or changed. 
Also, unlike the discrete, linear phases with TDPs, it is possible for the development team 
to revisit and modify work that was accomplished during a previous sprint. This may 
happen if a requirement changes and some modifications need to be made to the original 
implementation.  
 A subtle but important factor that makes the Scrum work so well is the agreement 
between the managers and workers. In general, managers complain about their workers 
not getting work done and the workers complain about their managers changing the work 
that needs to be done. As part of the Scrum, the product owner and Scrum master agree to 
shelter the development team from other work as long as they accomplish the tasks that 
were agreed upon. Likewise, the development team agrees to accomplish the tasks that 
were agreed upon as long as they are sheltered from all of the other work. This agreement 
not only keeps both parties happy, but it also results in usable, working products. 
 One downside to agile development processes like the Scrum is that they make it 
easier to overlook the big picture and can result in design flaws that may impact the 
overall system. This is largely due to the fact that the development team only focuses on 
designing and implementing the tasks that were outlined at the beginning of each sprint. 
At the end of a sprint, the team may be able to demonstrate a product that works perfectly 
in isolation but that does not guarantee that the overall system will operate properly once 
all of the sub systems are put together. Because of this, some care does need to be taken 
as part of the upfront sprint planning and the product owner is expected to help maintain 
the big picture for the project. 
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 Another downside to agile development processes is that there is little incentive 
for the team to write thorough documentation or perform extensive testing. Even though 
some level of testing must be performed during the sprint to ensure the product works, it 
more than likely is not as thorough as the testing that would have been performed with a 
TDP. Also, focusing the team to provide a working product may result in them jumping 
into an implementation too soon. If this happens, the team may spend more time trying to 
get the initial idea to work than if they had taken more time up front to sit down and think 
through the problem.  
 There are downsides to using an agile development process like the Scrum but 
when executed properly it can solve many of the issues with TDPs. Focusing the team to 
provide working products in a short amount of time and being able to accommodate 
changes during the development process are the primary reasons the Scrum works so well 
for QRCs.   
A MODULAR, OPEN SOURCE FRAMEWORK 
 In contrast to the TDF used for APs today, the characteristics of QRCs drive the 
need for a modular, open source framework (MOSF). A MOSF is the result of paring two 
well-known methodologies: modular development and open source development. Table 
4.1 highlights some of the benefits for each methodology as well as the benefits of 
pairing the two.  
 The key idea behind modular development is to break large problems down into 
small, manageable pieces, or modules, that work together to provide the overall, desired 
capability. Given the complexity of the systems that are being designed and implemented 
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today, this methodology has become very common throughout the defense and 
commercial industry.  
 
Not Modular Modular 
Not Open 
Source 
 
 Difficult to reuse 
 Limited understanding  
 
 
 Easy to reuse and build upon 
 Limited understanding 
 
Open Source 
 
 Difficult to reuse 
 Community understanding 
 
 
 Easy to reuse and build upon 
 Community understanding 
 
Table 4.1: Combinations of modular and open source development. 
  
 Open source development pertains to both hardware and software, but given the 
core role that software has in systems being designed today, it is primarily centered 
around the development of open source software (OSS). Within the DoD, OSS is defined 
as "software for which the human-readable source code is available for use, study, reuse, 
modification, enhancement, and redistribution by the users of that software" [23].  
 Reusability is one of the most appealing benefits of a MOSF. In contrast to the 
TDF, a MOSF makes it possible for any developer to reuse, modify, or enhance an 
existing capability. This in itself, greatly reduces risk, development time, development 
costs, and also increases innovation [9].  
 As an example, suppose a new program, Program3, requires a vehicle that is 
capable of transporting three passengers through rugged terrain. Also suppose that a 
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previous program, Program2, designed and implemented an identical capability but was 
for two passengers instead of three.  
 At the start of Program3, the rather obvious solution would be to use the same 
contractor from Program2. Although possible, given the policies and regulations within 
the DoD for fair and open competition, there is no guarantee that this will happen [24]. If 
Program2 was developed using the TDF, before any work is even started, Program3 is 
already facing a risk that the existing capabilities may not be reusable. To make matters 
even worse, if a new contractor is selected for Program3, they may be forced to reinvent 
many of the capabilities that already exist. This increases risk even more because 
"creating new capabilities from scratch is riskier than re-using existing capabilities that 
are already proven and well understood" [19].  
 If Program2 was developed using a MOSF, the initial risk during contractor 
selection for Program3 would have been greatly reduced. Instead of the risk being 
whether or not existing capabilities could be reused, it would instead be a risk of how 
much subject matter expertise the selected contractor has. Also, even if a new contractor 
is selected for Program3, a MOSF enables all of the existing capabilities to be reused. 
This enables the program to greatly reduce risk by reusing what is already known to 
work, and focus on demonstrating the capabilities that need to be added (e.g. the addition 
of a seat).  
 In addition to reducing risk, the reusability aspect of a MOSF also shortens the 
development time [25]. The obvious case of this is when an existing capability can be 
reused as is or built upon to provide a new capability. However, there is also the less 
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obvious case in which a MOSF helps a team determine that something cannot be reused 
or modified and that a new implementation is needed. This may be possible to determine 
by examining the limitations of the underlying implementation instead of having to guess 
based solely on the inputs and outputs of a system. Instead of a program relying on an 
existing capability and later finding out that it does not provide what is needed, the 
program can focus on implementing a new design that does provide what is needed.  
 A MOSF also helps reduce development costs. Being able to reuse existing 
capabilities is the primary reason but this can also be attributed to the open and 
competitive development environment that a MOSF provides. Scott et al. argue that: 
The first cost to fall by the wayside with [open source development] is the 
monopoly rent the government pays to contractors who have built a wall of 
exclusivity around capabilities they've been paid by the government to develop 
. . . . The elimination of monopoly rent, combined with greater competition, will 
drive down costs and improve the quality of resulting deliverables, because any 
contractor who works on a system knows that they can be replaced by a 
competitor who has full access to the source code and documentation. [19] 
   
 One less obvious but important benefit of a MOSF is that it increases innovation. 
In contrast to a TDF where only a select few have access to the internal implementation 
details of a system, a MOSF exposes that information to a much larger audience. Having 
access to this information and being able to reuse existing solutions where needed, 
enables a program to focus on improving a system without also being required to re-
create capabilities that already exist [19]. Eric Raymond captured this idea in Linus' Law 
which states that "given enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow"; or more formally: "Given 
a large enough beta-tester and co-developer base, almost every problem will be 
characterized quickly and the fix will be obvious to someone" [26].  
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 One misconception with a MOSF is that the business model is not as appealing as 
the TDF. The MOSF does prevent the original contractor from retaining the intellectual 
property for the implementation details. However, open source software does not imply 
that the modification and/or support of existing capabilities is expected to be free of 
charge. Red Hat for example, whose only business is to provide service and support for 
open source software, exceeded 1 billion dollars in revenue in 2012 [27]. Companies 
such as Red Hat continue to demonstrate that a MOSF can be just as, if not more 
profitable than the TDF.  
 As discussed in the previous chapter, interoperability is an issue for any 
development framework. However, both the modular and open source aspect of a MOSF 
encourages developers to design and implement interoperable components. For example, 
suppose a piece of software uses custom protocols to share data between multiple 
processes and uses a custom file format to save/load configuration settings. Anyone 
wanting to reuse or contribute to that project must first learn and understand the custom 
protocols and file formats before they can do anything. Although this does not prevent 
the software from being reused, it does make it much less appealing than a similar 
capability implemented to use existing standards which does not have the learning curve.  
 The flexibility of a MOSF makes it much more appealing than the TDF. As 
requirements evolve throughout the development cycle, modules can be updated and 
replaced without having to redesign the entire system. Not being tied to a single 
contractor for the development and being able to reuse existing capabilities greatly 
reduces risk and also shortens the development time. All of these aspects make a MOSF 
work very well for QRCs.   
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V. ANGELFIRE - A CASE STUDY 
Throughout the DoD, there are many sensors and systems that make intelligence, 
surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) possible. A subset of these systems is focused on 
collecting imagery from aerial platforms that can be used for real time and/or forensic 
analysis. The field of view (FOV) of these imagining sensors determine how much of the 
world can be seen at a given moment in time. The sensors used to collect aerial imagery 
are typically divided into two categories: narrow field of view (NFOV) and wide field of 
view (WFOV). 
 
Figure 5.1: A WFOV camera system and sample WFOV snapshot. 
 
As the names suggest, NFOV sensors are designed to collect imagery over narrow 
or small areas of interest and WFOV sensors, see Figure 5.1, are designed to collect 
imagery over wide or large areas of interest. NFOV sensors work great for following a 
vehicle or monitoring a compound primarily because they collect high resolution imagery 
at high frame rates. However, because of the soda-straw-like view, it is very difficult for 
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a NFOV sensor to capture the larger context of a situation. WFOV sensors help eliminate 
this problem by capturing imagery over a larger area. However, WFOV sensors typically 
collect lower resolution imagery at a lower frame rate than NFOV sensors. Depending on 
the mission, there may be a need for a NFOV sensor, a WFOV sensor, or both. 
 In early 2007, a majority of the aerial platforms being used by the military were 
only capable of collecting imagery or video using NFOV sensors. The idea of collecting 
imagery over larger, city-sized areas was not a new concept, but most of the WFOV 
sensors were either user triggered over specific areas of interest or were designed for post 
flight, forensic analysis.  
 In August of 2007, the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) deployed 
AngelFire in support of Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF). AngelFire was a QRC and the 
first WFOV sensor to collect wide area motion imagery (WAMI) that was not only saved 
onboard for forensic analysis, but was also disseminated to the users on the ground in 
near real time. AngelFire flew over 1,000 sorties over an 18 month period and provided 
more than 5,000 hours of real-time imagery to Marines in the streets of Iraq in support of 
the OIF victory over enemy insurgents. AFRL learned many valuable lessons with the 
deployment of AngelFire, most specifically that we must develop flexible systems which 
are quickly updated if we are going to have an impact on conflicts involving irregular 
warfare [28].  
 This chapter discusses some of the lessons learned from the design, development, 
and deployment of AngelFire. 
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DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 
 The following sub sections discuss some of the lessons we learned prior to 
implementing an agile development process and after implementing the Scrum 
development process.  
An Informal Development Process 
 Given that AngelFire started as a laboratory demonstration, the original 
development process was somewhat informal. This was largely attributed to the research 
aspect of the project. At the time of the development, most user requirements were based 
on capabilities that were already being used (e.g. NFOV sensors) and many users did not 
realize that a capability such as AngelFire was even possible. Because of this, unlike 
most APs, we did not have a list of requirements to design the system to. Instead, we 
were able to test new ideas to determine what was and was not possible. For example, 
instead of a requirement driving that the system needed to collect WAMI at a specific 
frame rate, we determined the frame rate based on the processing and storage that was 
available at the time. 
 To help track the status of the overall system, we held weekly status update 
meetings. During these meetings, we went around the room and explained what work had 
been done since the last meeting. Although some of the critical tasks were tracked very 
closely, such as making sure the plane was in town for the next flight test, many of the 
low-level tasks were not. Because of this, the status of the overall system was based 
primarily on each person estimating how much of their task was complete, typically as a 
percentage.  
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 Initially, the status update meetings appeared to work very well. Many of the 
tasks quickly moved from 0% complete indicating that progress was being made. After 
several weeks of development, many of the tasks were reported as being 90% complete. 
However, a week or two later, the same tasks were still being reported as 90% complete. 
After a while, it became very difficult to determine the true status of the system because 
week after week, many of the same tasks were reported as being "almost done".  
 At the time, there were several factors that contributed to tasks being reported as 
90% complete. One of which was simply not understanding how much time and effort it 
would truly take to implement a capability. This was primarily because too much of the 
system was being designed and implemented at the same time. Other factors were 
constantly evolving requirements and additional tasks that arose as a result of the 
changes. When this happened, existing tasks were often put on hold while the new tasks 
jumped to the top of the list. This resulted in many capabilities being partially 
implemented and few of which were actually usable.  
 Although the informal development process was not an issue during the early 
stages of the project, reporting something as being "almost done" week after week would 
not have been acceptable for an operational system. We needed to implement a 
development process that could accurately measure the true status of the system. 
Implementing the Scrum 
 Given that many of the requirements for the system were unknown and the few 
that were defined were changing from week to week, it would not have been possible for 
us to sit down and gather all of the requirements, design a solution, and then implement a 
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capability. Because of this, it would have been extremely difficult for us to implement 
any of the TDPs. After looking at some of the agile development processes, we decided 
to implement the Scrum. The primary reason was the focus on providing usable 
capabilities in a short amount of time while still being able to incorporate changes 
throughout the development cycle.  
 Prior to implementing the Scrum, we typically focused on pieces of the system 
that we knew were broken. This approach resulted in the team jumping around to 
different parts of the system trying to get everything working all at once. After 
implementing the Scrum, the most obvious change was that the process forced us to 
break the problems down into small, manageable pieces. For example, instead of trying to 
get the entire system working end to end all at once, one sprint was focused on making 
sure that the software that transferred the data from the airplane to the ground station was 
working properly. At the end of the sprint, we were able to demonstrate that portion of 
the system working which enabled us to move on and focus on the next piece of the 
system the following sprint. Measuring progress on the smaller sub tasks that were easier 
to understand resulted in a more accurate and meaningful system status.  
 Capturing and tracking all of the tasks in the product backlog helped prioritize the 
tasks that we needed to be working on. At the start of each sprint, we would look at all of 
the tasks, but once the sprint started, we were able to focus solely on the tasks that were 
outlined for that sprint. With a few exceptions, as new requirements and tasks were 
identified, they were added to the product backlog for future sprints. Sheltering the 
development team from new tasking resulted in current tasks being completed as planned 
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and more importantly, currently planned capabilities being implemented to the needed, 
usable state.  
A Test of the Scrum's Agility 
 The agility of the Scrum was tested shortly after we implemented the process. 
After implementing the data transfer software that was previously mentioned, a new 
requirement resulted in a different wireless data link being used between the airplane and 
the ground station. Although the original transfer software was not designed for a specific 
data link, the new data link had a different radio design which changed the behavior of 
the network traffic. This resulted in the data being transmitted an order of magnitude 
slower than the previous data link. With the new data link requirement, we had three 
options: 
1. Do not use the new data link 
2. Use the new data link but do not update the transfer software 
3. Use the new data link and update the transfer software 
 Given that the new requirement determined whether or not the system could be 
used in the operational environment, not incorporating the change would have inevitably 
resulted in the project being cancelled. Using the new data link but not updating the 
transfer software would have resulted in some capability, but not the capability that was 
needed. This would have more than likely resulted in the project being cancelled or 
failing. Because of this, we implemented the third option.  
 As part of the following sprint, we were able to revisit the data transfer software 
and implement an update to resolve the data throughput issue. We originally 
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implemented the transfer software based on the producer/consumer design with one 
producer thread and one consumer thread. The producer thread would monitor an input 
folder for image files and add the file names to a priority queue. To ensure that the most 
recent imagery was transferred first, the queue priority was based on when the imagery 
was captured (with the most recent image having the highest priority). The consumer 
thread would pop the file names off of the queue and use the File Transport Protocol 
(FTP) to send the files to the ground station. With the previous data link, we found that it 
took the same amount of time to transfer N files consecutively as it did to transfer N files 
simultaneously. With the new data link, we found that it took longer to transfer each file 
but that we could transfer multiple files simultaneously in that same amount of time. 
Leveraging the producer/consumer design that we already had implemented, we updated 
the data transfer software to enable the number of consumer threads to be set at runtime. 
This update enabled the software to pipeline the FTP transfers and achieve the needed 
throughput.   
  The flexibility of the Scrum made it possible for the project to not only 
incorporate the new data link requirement but it also enabled us to shift focus and fix the 
impacted system components within a month (one development sprint). If we had been 
using a TDP, the impact of the new data link requirement would have been much more 
significant. The best case scenario with the TDP would have been to restart the process 
with the new requirement which would have resulted in cost overruns and schedule 
delays busting the delivery date with possible program cancellation.  
 The agility of the Scrum is also what enabled us to provide the following 
capabilities, see Appendix B, in the visualization tool we developed known as Pursuer: 
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 Automated Tracking Tool 
 Draw/Text Annotations Tool 
 ICE Plugin 
 Layer Alignment Tool 
 Measurement Tool 
 Notes Window 
 Screen Capture Tool 
 Distance Calculator Tool 
 FMV Viewer 
 Image Adjustments 
 Manual Tracking Tool 
 Movie Creation Tool 
 Point Converter Window 
 WatchWindows Tool 
 
Team Organization 
 As part of implementing the Scrum, we found it best to organize into an air team 
and a ground team. Previously, we were divided into a hardware team and software team. 
With the hardware/software division, when something did not work, it was too easy to 
blame the other team as being the problem. Examples of errors from the hardware team 
were "the server is up and running so it must be a software problem", while errors 
reported from the software team included "the server is not up and running so it must be a 
hardware problem". Since the hardware and software needed to work together for 
AngelFire to function, finger pointing did not solve any problems. The air/ground 
division enabled and forced team members with different skill sets to work together to 
provide the capabilities that were needed. 
Sprint Scope 
 Initially, we scoped the sprint tasks to just software development. However, given 
all of the interdependencies of the system, it became difficult to track other tasks that 
impacted the software. Because of this, we found it best to include all of the tasks for the 
overall system as part of each sprint. This helped ensure that everyone on the team was 
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on the same page. Some of the sprints had tasks ranging from developing a software 
interface, to assembling a camera head, to writing the flight test plan. Although none of 
these tasks were directly dependent on one another during execution, the system would 
only operate if all of the pieces came together at the end of the sprint. 
Not Overlooking the Big Picture 
 As mentioned in the previous chapter, one of the downsides to agile development 
processes is that they may result in the team overlooking the big picture. To help prevent 
this from happening, the sprint tasks remained focused on smaller pieces of the overall 
system but the sprint demonstrations were always focused on demonstrating as much of 
the system as possible. Some of the early sprints were limited to demonstrating individual 
components working in isolation but later sprints demonstrated the entire system running 
end to end. Even if a sprint was focused on optimizing the software that captured the 
imagery, we still demonstrated the imagery being captured, transferred, indexed, and 
displayed. Although this was not a full, detailed regression test of every single line of 
code, it enabled us to continually show the product owner that 1) the new capabilities 
were in a working state, 2) the new capabilities were integrated with the real system, and 
3) the entire system was in a working, usable state.  
DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK 
  The software that we developed for AngelFire was a beta version of what is now 
known as the Sensor Processing Architecture for Data Exploitation (SPADE). SPADE, 
see Figure 5.2, is a modular, open source framework for combining the databases, data 
storage, FTP servers, web servers, and data ingest processes needed to make WAMI 
viewers possible [28].  
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Figure 5.2: The Sensor Processing Architecture for Data Exploitation (SPADE). 
 
 As shown in Figure 5.2, one component of SPADE is the visualization client that 
we developed known as Pursuer. Pursuer, see Figure 5.3, is an open source, layered 
sensing platform that provides a 3D environment to visualize sensor data (such as wide 
area motion imagery, ground-based sensor data, and overlays from narrow field of view 
sensors) in a single common interface enabling a user to interact with the data both 
geospatially and temporally.  
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Figure 5.3: Screenshot of Pursuer a layered sensing viewer for WAMI. 
  
 Both SPADE and Pursuer are a MOSF. SPADE is a larger framework that is 
made up of smaller sub systems to provide the processing, exploitation, and 
dissemination for WAMI. Pursuer, which is one module within SPADE, is itself a 
modular framework with a plugin interface, see Appendix B, that enables capabilities to 
be added and removed based on the user's requirements.  
 The following sub sections discuss some examples of how the modular and open 
source design of SPADE have enabled us to rapidly design, develop, and deploy 
capabilities along with some of the lessons we learned.  
The Importance of Standards 
As discussed in the previous chapters, interoperability is something that every 
program must account for regardless of the development framework that is used. One of 
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the key enablers to make systems interoperable with one another is the use standards. 
Standards can range from the symbology used in design diagrams to network protocols 
that transmit the data. For ISR systems such as AngelFire, standardized file formats help 
ensure that the data collected can be exploited by the entire user community. Otherwise, 
the system may provide little to no value if the data cannot be exploited. 
Initially, the AngelFire file format was based on an existing standard but over 
time it was modified to support additional features and capabilities that the original 
standard did not account for. For example, the standard had a well-defined interface for 
how the imagery needed to be compressed and stored within the file, but it did not define 
a way for storing the sensor metadata (e.g. time, platform location, camera model). 
Because this information was required by the system, modifications were made to the 
original file format to include the additional metadata. This resulted in the custom, non-
standard AngelFire file format (AF File).  
Even though the AF File format was not proprietary, being non-standard greatly 
impacted interoperability with other systems. In an attempt to help other groups and 
organizations that wanted to work with the data, we documented the AF File format and 
provided a library along with the source code for reading the files. Even though this was 
a step forward and helped the developers doing research in the laboratories, it did not 
solve the problem for the users who were deployed and needed to exploit the data with 
the standard set of tools they were already using.  
  To address the interoperability issues, we worked with the National Geospatial 
Intelligence Agency (NGA) Motion Imagery Standards Board (MISB) to make use of the 
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National Imagery Transmission Format (NITF).  “The National Imagery Transmission 
Format Standard (NITFS) is the suite of standards for formatting digital imagery and 
imagery-related products and exchanging them among members of the Intelligence 
Community (IC) as defined by the Executive Order 12333, and other United States 
Government departments and agencies” [29]. Because the NITF was a standard 
throughout the IC, almost all of the existing software tools already supported that file 
format. 
 Given that AngelFire was already deployed and being used operationally, 
modifying the entire processing chain to generate NITF files would have been a 
significant, high-risk modification. Instead of jeopardizing the currently working system, 
we added a new piece of software to the ground station that converted the AF Files to 
NITF files. This software ran in parallel with the existing processing chain to ensure that 
the mission support was not interrupted. Although this initial update did not address the 
real problem, it did enable the system to provide data in a standardized format to the user 
community while we updated the rest of the system.   
 The non-standard AF File format is a lesson learned on what not to do. Having a 
non-standard file format greatly impacted the interoperability with other systems and 
severely limited the exploitation of the imagery. The update to convert the imagery to the 
NITF standard made it possible for the much larger user community to exploit the 
imagery instead of the select few that had access to the custom software. Later, we 
updated the AngelFire system to generate NITF files as part of the image formation 
process which eliminated the need for the AF File to NITF file converter. These updates 
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simplified the system design and also made it possible for multiple follow-on programs to 
reuse the same software to generate data in a standardized file format.  
The Reuse of Open Source Software 
 As discussed in the previous chapter, reusability is one of the most appealing 
benefits of a MOSF. SPADE has clearly benefited by making use of open source 
software. One example to highlight this is the data transfer software that is responsible 
for transferring the data from the airplane to the ground station. Because the imagery was 
saved as individual files, the transfer software used FTP to send the data over the 
network. Instead of writing new software that implemented the FTP standard, we were 
able to reuse two existing open source libraries: libCurl and OpenSSL.  
 libCurl is an open source library that implements common transfer protocols 
including the FTP standard. Because the imagery being collected was unclassified but 
still sensitive, we enabled FTPS (FTP Secure) by using libCurl with OpenSSL. OpenSSL 
is an open source implementation of the secure sockets layer (SSL) and transport layer 
security (TLS). SSL and TLS are cryptographic protocols that provide security for 
communications over networks. OpenSSL is one of the few open source programs to be 
validated under the FIPS 140-2 computer security standard by the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology's (NIST) Cryptographic Module Validation Program [30] 
[31].  
 The reuse of libCurl prevented us from having to recreate software that already 
existed for the FTP standard. Using libCurl with OpenSSL enabled us to meet both the 
technical requirements as well as the security requirements. Together, these two open 
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source libraries greatly reduced the development time and development costs while also 
reducing risk by making use of software that was already validated by NIST. 
 Another example of how SPADE has benefitted from open source software is the 
use of NASA World Wind in Pursuer. Out of the box, World Wind provides the 3D 
environment for rendering geospatial data (e.g. aerial imagery) on the Earth. One of the 
main features that Pursuer adds to World Wind is the concept of a time model, see 
Appendix B. When exploiting a collection of sensor data, the temporal aspect can be just 
as, if not more, important as the geospatial aspect. By adding the concept of a time 
model, Pursuer enables a user to step through a collection of sensor data with a TiVo like 
capability. The data can be played forward or backward frame by frame or at various 
frame rates to enable more efficient exploitation. The Pursuer time model is one of the 
key features that enable a user to tie data from multiple sensors together. By temporally 
synchronizing data from multiple sensors, a user may be able to extract additional 
information that might not have been apparent if the sensors were exploited 
independently [9]. 
 Although NASA originally developed World Wind for their needs, making the 
project open source enabled us to reuse the same software for an entirely different 
mission. Instead of having to reinvent the 3D rendering environment, we were able to 
reuse that capability as is and focus on the capabilities that did not exist. Some of the 
capabilities that we added, see Appendix B, include: 
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 Image Adjustments Window 
 Layer Alignment Tool 
 Movie Creation Tool 
 Playback Panel 
 Time Panel 
 Importing NITF Files 
 Manual Tracking Tool 
 Notes Window 
 Screen Capture Tool 
 WatchWindows Tool 
 
Modularity 
 The original implementation of SPADE was Linux based which used an Oracle 
database and an Apache web server. Follow on efforts related to AngelFire resulted in 
SPADE being integrated with other programs such as the Air Force FPED (Forward 
Processing, Exploitation, and Dissemination) program. The FPED baseline is Windows 
based which includes a Microsoft SQL Server database and a Microsoft IIS (Internet 
Information Services) web server. Changing the FPED baseline to include the original 
SPADE implementation would have required major changes to the FPED certification 
and accreditation package, which can take years to get approved. Instead of changing the 
FPED baseline, the modularity of SPADE made it possible for us to implement and 
provide a Microsoft SQL Server and a Microsoft IIS implementation within two months 
(two development sprints). 
 Another example of modularity within SPADE is the image processing in 
Pursuer. The process for loading and displaying imagery within Pursuer is broken down 
into three components: Image I/O, Image Decoder, and Display. See Figure 5.4. The 
Image I/O component is responsible for reading the imagery from a file or network 
stream (e.g. AF File or NITF file). The Image Decoder component is responsible for 
taking the data from the Image I/O component and decoding it into a form that can be 
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used by the Display component. Finally, the Display component is responsible for 
displaying the imagery to the user.  
 
Figure 5.4: Processing components to display imagery within Pursuer. 
 
  We originally implemented the Image Decoder component to support displaying 
imagery with JPEG 6.2 compression. Figure 5.5 shows the processing components with a 
more detailed breakout of the Image Decoder component.   
 
Figure 5.5: First iteration of the image decoder component within Pursuer. 
 
 After the initial Pursuer development, JPEG 2000 compression became more and 
more common which drove the need to support that format as well. To satisfy this 
requirement, we evaluated several JPEG 2000 libraries that were available at the time and 
integrated the one that best met the requirements. The modularity of the software made it 
possible for us to integrate a new software library in the Image Decoder component 
without having to rewrite the entire processing chain. See Figure 5.6. The addition of the 
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JPEG 2000 library enabled Pursuer to support JPEG 6.2 compression as well as JPEG 
2000 compression. 
 
Figure 5.6: Second iteration of the image decoder component within Pursuer.  
 
 The requirements for the minimum playback speed in Pursuer continued to 
increase and the JPEG 2000 library that was originally integrated no longer met the 
minimum requirements. We went back and evaluated the libraries that were available and 
found that there was a commercial library that met the new requirements. Because the 
commercial library had an associated license fee, we left the original JPEG 2000 library 
and added the commercial library as one of the options within the Image Decoder 
component. See Figure 5.7.  
 
Figure 5.7: Third iteration of the image decoder component within Pursuer. 
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 The modularity of Pursuer enabled us to satisfy requirements as they evolved over 
time. Initially, this consisted of updating the software to support a new type of image 
compression and years later it consisted of updating the software to meet a new 
performance requirement.  
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VI. CONCLUSION 
 The DoD has a need for long-term development efforts in conjunction with short-
term development efforts. Because of this, there is and will continue to be a need for APs 
as well as QRC or QRC-like programs. Ideally, QRCs would be able to make use of the 
same processes that are used for APs with a few modifications to accommodate the 
accelerated schedule. Unfortunately, APs have a more fundamental problem with both 
the development process and the development framework. 
 Evolving requirements, a schedule-driven design process, and a need for usable 
capabilities are the three primary characteristics of a QRC. Although each of these 
characteristics by themselves are not unique to QRCs, unlike many APs, QRCs must 
account for and satisfy all three without sacrificing one to achieve another. Therefore, 
QRCs need a development process that can:  
1. Accommodate changes during the design and implementation phases 
2. Accurately measure progress 
3. Accurately estimate how much work is remaining until something is usable 
4. Incrementally and iteratively implement capabilities that are built upon  
QRCs also require a development framework that is:  
1. Modular in design to enable components to be added, removed, replaced, 
and/or upgraded 
2. Open (or shareable) to maximize reusability and enable competition for 
alternative implementations  
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 The TDPs used by most APs today work very well for programs that have well-
defined requirements and problems that are well understood with readily available 
solutions. However, QRCs require a more agile development process such as the Scrum. 
In addition to being able to accommodate changes throughout the development cycle, the 
Scrum process forces the team to break large problems down into small, manageable 
pieces. This enables the team to more accurately measure the progress of tasks being 
implemented as something usable and results in the usable capabilities that are needed for 
a QRC.  
 The closed, black box nature of the TDF used by most APs today makes it very 
difficult to reuse and/or modify existing capabilities. Given the complexity of the systems 
being designed and implemented today, not being able to reuse capabilities greatly 
increase the risk, development cost, and development time for a program. For QRCs, a 
more flexible and open framework such as the MOSF is needed. The modular aspect of 
the MOSF ensures that components can be added, removed, replaced, and/or upgraded. 
The open source aspect maximizes reusability and enables greater competition to provide 
more innovative solutions.   
 In August of 2007, the agile development process and MOSF discussed in this 
thesis were two key factors that enabled AFRL to successfully deploy AngelFire in 
support of OIF. AngelFire was a QRC and the first WFOV sensor to collect WAMI that 
was not only saved onboard for forensic analysis, but was also disseminated to the users 
on the ground in near real time. AngelFire flew over 1,000 sorties over an 18 month 
period and provided more than 5,000 hours of real-time imagery to Marines in the streets 
of Iraq in support of the OIF victory over enemy insurgents. The software developed for 
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AngelFire, such as SPADE and Pursuer, continue to be reused and modified for other 
efforts and have contributed to the success of multiple follow-on programs.  
 Until APs can adapt and respond more quickly to the demands of irregular 
warfare, the two fundamental building blocks discussed in this thesis are what will enable 
QRCs to continue providing the 75% solutions that are needed today.  
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APPENDIX A: ACRONYMS 
AF File - AngelFire File 
AFRL - Air Force Research Laboratory 
AP - Acquisition Program 
DoD - Department of Defense 
FOV - Field of View 
FPED - Forward Processing, Exploitation, and Dissemination 
FTP - File Transport Protocol 
FTPS - File Transport Protocol Secure 
IC - Intelligence Community 
IIS - Internet Information Services 
ISR - Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance  
JPEG - Joint Photographic Experts Group 
MISB - Motion Imagery Standards Board 
MOSF - Modular, Open Source Framework 
NFOV - Narrow Field of View 
NGA - National Geospatial Intelligence Agency 
NIST - National Institute of Standards and Technology 
NITF - National Imagery Transmission Format 
NITFS - National Imagery Transmission Format Standard 
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OIF - Operation Iraqi Freedom 
OSS - Open Source Software 
QRC - Quick Reaction Capability 
RFP - Request for Proposal 
SPADE - Sensor Processing Architecture for Data Exploitation 
SQL - Structured Query Language 
SSL - Secure Sockets Layer 
TDF - Traditional Development Framework 
TDP - Traditional Development Process 
TLS - Transport Layer Security 
WAMI - Wide Area Motion Imagery 
WFOV - Wide Field of View 
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APPENDIX B: PURSUER USER GUIDE VERSION 2.3.5 
The following section contains the Pursuer User Guide Version 2.3.5. 
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